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Will this problem prevent you from 
having a record-breaking 2016? 

 
 
 
 
From the desk of Ed Gandia   
Roswell, Ga. 
December 2015 
 
 
What's the biggest problem in your freelance business right now? 
 
As you look back at 2015, where did you fall short? Where are you getting stuck? 
 
And why? 
 
These are great questions to ask yourself this time of year. 
 
Here are some others... 
 
What went right? What went wrong? What I should have done differently? What's 
standing in the way of creative massive improvement? 
 
And what can I do to have my best year ever in 2016? 
 
If you're like many freelancers I've talked to over the past few months, you're probably 
facing one (or more) of these three challenges: 
 
Prospecting. 
You're either not having good prospecting success. Or you're not sure where to start and 
what to do.  
 
Either way, you know that you need to knock on doors this year to grow your income.  
 
And you need to do this effectively. You need a system that works. Something you can 
easily follow and will generate big results. 
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Getting prospects to come to YOU.  
You want more of your work to come from clients who knock on your door. That's 
because prospects who come to YOU are typically easier to turn into clients.  
 
But you're not sure how to create an attractive marketing system. Or how to generate 
consistent results with this strategy. 
 
Positioning / Niche Refinement.  
You know you need to position yourself better. You realize that doing so will yield 
better-paying clients and more rewarding projects. But you're not sure how to go about it. 
Nothing you've tried has resulted in a big "Aha!" moment. 
 
You're starting to realize that maybe you're too close to your own stuff to make a 
decision—at least one you can feel strongly about.  
 
 
Whatever your challenge, maybe you're feeling like you need a different perspective.  
 
New ideas, sharper focus—from someone who can look at your specific situation 
objectively. 
 
Someone who can provide you with very specific and actionable advice ... and help you 
craft an implementation plan that will give you the results you need. 
 
You Need a Skilled Problem Solver 
 
If this sounds like you, I may be able to help. 
 
One of my core talents is the ability to help freelancers solve complex business problems 
... and help them get the results they want. 
 
I've worked with dozens of ambitious creative professionals to help them break down 
their challenges ... come up with smart solutions ... create a realistic, "doable" action plan 
... and take action on that plan. 
 
Depending on where you are right now (and what you want to accomplish in 2016), I 
may be able to help get your there faster than you think. 
 
I've recently developed a way to help you make 2016 your best year yet. 
 
I'm calling it the "Strategy and Planning Intensive." 
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This is NOT another training course. It's NOT another class ... conference ... workshop or 
coaching program. 
 
This is a hardcore strategy and planning session with a very specific goal—to help you 
overcome a specific challenge (or set of challenges) in one key area of your business. 
 
It's just you and me. And it's live, in person, here in Atlanta, Ga. 
 
If you decide to join me, here's what we'll do... 
 
First, we'll have a 45-minute call a few weeks prior to our in-person meeting. We'll 
discuss your situation and objectives in detail. That way I can better understand what 
you're trying to accomplish and where you're getting stuck. 
 
The day before our meeting, you'll fly to Atlanta. I'll have a private car waiting for you at 
the airport that will drive you to your hotel—the Westin Atlanta Perimeter North in 
Dunwoody. 
 
I'll cover both your transportation and hotel stay. And I'll arrange everything for you. ;-) 
 
We'll meet for one full day at a conference room at the Westin. We'll work from a very 
specific agenda designed to get clarity on your specific business goals for 2016.  
 
We'll strategize on specific ideas you'll need implement. As well as techniques and tactics 
you need to deploy.  
 
I'll fill in any knowledge gaps you might have as we move through the work. But we're 
not talking about an "information dump." Only the information you need to solve the 
problem and move you forward. 
 
Finally we'll draft a very specific action plan for making these goals a reality.  
 
In fact, you'll walk away from this session with a very specific, step-by-step 
implementation plan you'll feel great about. 
 
This is all custom work. The plan we'll put together is uniquely tailored for your specific 
situation. 
 
We'll wrap up at 4:00 pm so you can decompress and let the ideas incubate. 
 
You're free to stay at the Westin one extra night as my guest (which is what I'd 
recommend). 
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Or you can fly back home that evening. Your choice. 
 
Either way, I'll have a private car drive you to the airport when you're ready.  
 
Two weeks later, we'll have another 45-minute call to go over what you've put into play 
so far. And I'll answer any questions or concerns that may have come up since our 
session. 
 
Our Work Will Be Ultra Focused 
 
Now, in order for this experience to work for you, we'll need to focus on one specific set 
of challenges.  
 
It can be in one of the three areas I mentioned earlier (prospecting, getting clients to come 
to you, or positioning/niche).  
 
Or it can be something different. 
 
For example, doubling your income this year. Or maybe doubling your time off... 
growing beyond the $150,000 income level... re-launching your business... creating 
passive income... productizing or packaging some of your services... scaling your 
business by bringing in other freelancers under you...  
 
Whatever challenge we work on, we need to keep our session tightly focused on one core 
area.  
 
Your investment in this experience is $5,997.  
 
This includes: 
 

• Our in-person strategy and planning day 
• Our pre- and post-meeting phone calls 
• Your hotel stay at the Westin (up to two nights) 
• Private ground transportation to and from the hotel (all you need to cover is your 

transportation to and from Atlanta) 
 
Imagine starting off the year with a clear and effective plan to tackle your biggest 
challenge. 
 
And imagine having the step-by-step roadmap (and the increased confidence!) you need 
to take fast and immediate action. 
 
Action that generates results. 
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No more confusion. No more wondering why you can't seem to make significant 
progress. 
 
That's what you'll get out of this experience! 
 
Just one breakthrough from our work together could potentially multiply your investment 
in this experience by 10X. 
 
Only 3 Spots Available 
 
Due to my very limited availability in the first quarter, I only have 3 spots available. 
 
That's not fake scarcity. I truly have room in my calendar for just 3 of these strategy and 
planning intensives. They're available on a first-come basis. 
 
I'm also not sure if I'll offer these private sessions again. So if this is resonating with you, 
now is the time to act. 
 
If you'd like to move forward, click on the link below and fill out the application: 
 
www.b2blauncher.com/strategy  
 
This will enable me to better understand what you'd like to accomplish. I want to make 
sure this will be a good fit for you, and your answers will help me see that. 
 
Once I review your application, assuming all looks good, Crystal will contact you to 
schedule our day together. 
 
I require a 50% non-refundable deposit to book your day. Payment can be made via credit 
card, PayPal or check.  
 
Your balance will be due one week prior to our meeting.  
 
(BTW, if you're looking for a last-minute tax deduction for 2015, this may very well 
qualify. As always, check with your financial professional first.) 
 
NOW Is the Time to Strike! 
 
2016 is right upon us. If you want to come out of the gate swinging, you need the right 
strategies and the right plan. 
 
Nothing more, nothing less. 

http://www.b2blauncher.com/strategy
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Send in your application today. Let's work together to cut through the clutter and plow 
right through your biggest obstacles. 
 
To your success, 
 

 
 
 
P.S.  Questions about this opportunity? Email me: ed@b2blauncher.com.  
 
 
P.P.S. If you're looking for a last-minute tax deduction for 2015, this may very well 
qualify. (As always, check with your financial professional first.) 

mailto:ed@b2blauncher.com

